Bariatric Low Bed Series Electric Home Care Bed C8

Used in Nursing homes, suitable for disabled people, elderly people, nursed patients
etc.
* Safe, Effective, Reliable, meeting with the needs and physical positions of patient
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

Mains isolation system
Primary fuse in the power plug
Secondary fuse /poly switch
Thermal release
Hand control with single fault safety
Water-resistant to IPX4
Distortion-free, highly stable side rails

* The bed can be assembled by one person without any tools.
* There are many universal parts among our range of Hospital beds, which enable flexibly to exchange parts to satisfy
customers varying requirements.
* Vey simple, it can be dismantled and folded for transportation and storage.

Description:
* The height of the bed can be adjustable by smooth quiet motors ;
* Double tube 'H' type bed lifter, safe and stable;
* Wooden double-deck head / foot board with veneer, easy to assemble and disassemble ;
* The mattress support has 4 sections, back section, seat section, thigh section and cross section, all the functions are
operated by motors ;
* The mattress support is made of epoxy powder coated steel mesh platform, flexible and comfortable;
* Wooden full-length side rails with spring loaded plastic cover can be locked automatically when lifted, and released by
pressing the button, very simple to use and adjust ;
* Four noiseless casters, 75mm diameter each with brake;
* Install the rack between the thigh board and cross board, the cross board can be adjustable according to the user's
requirements by hand ;
* IV pole and Monkey pole hole at the foot end of bed;
* 4 motors, 1 controlled box, 1 hand controller, the back-motor and foot-motor with spine function.
* Safe Work ing Load: 360kg.

Optional:
* ¼ side rail.
* The material of veneer : Choice of 4 colours beech, oak, Walnut etc ;
* Head/Foot board: One desk wood board, Double desk wood board, and PP hollow board;
* Battery: according to customer' s requirements.
* The mark of Motor: LINAK, JIECHANG, T-motion.

Size:
* Out Frame: 2125mm x 1025mm;
* Lying surface: 1905mm x 900mm – 1050-1200mm

Accessories:
* Monkey pole.
* Replace ment or spare components / parts.
* Instruction manual and other documents about using or assembling.
* Fixed tools.

Warranty (Service):
* Guarantee period : 1 year, for free replacement parts.
* The guarantee period of electric equipment : 3 years
* Feedback or providing the solutions within 48 hours if mechanical faults happen on the bed.
* Out of the guarantee period, providing technical support and maintenance services with some costs.

Function:
* Back rest : 0-60°±5°
* Knee Rest : 0-30°±5°
* Trendelenburg : 12°
* Reverse Trendelenburg : 12°
* Hi - Lo : 250mm to 650mm
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